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CITY OF ALBANY 

AIRPORT ADVISORY COMMISSION 

Santiam Room – Albany City Hall 

Thursday, April 20, 2017 

3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 

MINUTES 

 

Commission Members Present: Heath Kasper, Richard Kay, Sam Flande, Chuck Kratch, Mike Newman, John 

Harshberger, John Pascone  

Commission Members Absent:  

Staff Present: Chris Bailey, Public Works Director; Kindra Coggins, Administrative Assistant I 

Others Present: Dan Miltenberger; Gar Burroughs 

CALL TO ORDER 

Kasper called the meeting to order at 3:32 p.m. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Newman moved to approve the March 16, 2017, minutes.  Kay seconded.  Motion was approved 5-0. 

UPDATE ON PROJECT LIST 

Bailey mentioned that the new beacon is back in operation.  Commission stated it is.  Kay stated it is working well.  

Kasper is curious about the old beacon because he heard that there was a catastrophic failure upon removal.  Kay 

stated it may have been dropped and may be beyond repair.  Commission discussed.  

Kasper asked about the taxiway lights being out.  Kay stated that Goldman is aware and was going to change them 

when the weather is better.  Kasper stated that Luke Doughton with Classic Aero Design does a walk every evening 

and will mark the lights that are out.  Luke also mentioned that the taxiway reflectors on the bridge on the south end 

are missing.  Commission discussed.  

Kasper mentioned he and Kay attended a meeting with Hawleywood Video about the video for the Airport.  Kasper 

stated to the commission the route they want to take.  Bailey is concerned about the City being involved in flying over 

and videoing private property.  Commission discussed. 

COMISSIONER COMMENTS 

Harshberger commented about the Static Display Jet.  He asked about putting in an electrical conduit, Bailey stated 

they want to pre-place the conduit in case they want lighting in the future.  He asked about anchor point in the 

concrete, Bailey stated there are brackets bolted in.  Bailey stated that the tires will be filled with a dense material to 

keep them round.  He asked about the exhaust area, Bailey stated the panels will be welded in so it is closed up to 

prevent animal entry.  He asked who is responsible for maintaining the cleaning of it; Bailey stated that is for Public 

Works to do. 

Kratch asked if there was a plan in place if the Static Display Jet gets a lot of graffiti.  Bailey discussed putting a 

fence up if it is needed, but it is not being fenced starting off.  Commission discussed. 

Kay mentioned that the Jet-A truck is here but they are having issues filling it.  Commission discussed. 

Kratch stated he doesn’t like the minutes and how they are stated with ‘commission discussed’.  He would like the 

minutes to be more descriptive.  

Pascone asked about renting a space to store vehicles at the Airport.  Kasper stated that there is a triangle of property 

that the fairgrounds use, but the Airport owns it.  Commission discussed options.  
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COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 

Miltenberger talked with Norma Fisher about Historic Albany Airport and the 100
th
 Anniversary is coming up.  He 

would like to set up an event about the 100
th
 Anniversary.  He thinks it is in 2020.  Commission discussed. 

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS CONTINUTED 

Kasper would like Bailey to have Goldman answer a few questions for next month:  

Kasper would like to know what the projected start date is for the apron improvement project, and if it is funded.  

Bailey stated that Goldman called the FAA to ensure that we have all of the funding for it.   

Kasper commented that there is a staging area and a big ditch; in the design it is shown that they are putting gravel in 

and would like a culvert placed in there.  Kratch mentioned they should add the culvert into a change order. 

Kasper mentioned that there are hangar access issues during work.  Commission discussed. 

Kasper mentioned about grindings and where they are going to go.  Bailey stated that it depends on what we will use 

them for.  Commission discussed. 

Kasper would like to know about the connector from the Taxiway to the Ramp.  He doesn’t see any spare conduit.  

He stated they need to do something, like plastic pipes. 

Kasper mentioned about a layout plan for tie-downs.  They are losing spots and the tie-down spacing is 49 feet apart.  

He said they will have to have 20 feet of chain on either side.  He asked Harshberger if he has had to tie down his 

plane; Harshberger stated yes.  Kasper would like clarity from Goldman on the tie-down spacing.  Commission 

discussed.  

Kasper asked about while they are digging, getting an electrical conduit out to the T-hangars.  

Kratch asked about all of these questions leading to a change order.  Bailey stated it is possible and explained why. 

Commission discussed. 

Kay stated American Legion is not going to do anything for the Eclipse event.  

COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC CONTINUED 

Miltenberger doesn’t think the buzzer on the south gate is loud enough.  He thinks it is the wrong kind of buzzer.  

Kratch mentioned that the commission could probably afford a new one.  Harshburger asked if anyone is having 

trouble getting out of the south gate; Burroughs said yes.  Burroughs stated is has happened 3 times in the last month; 

50 percent of the time.  Harshberger stated that the magnetic strip may not be receiving the signal.  Bailey will have 

maintenance look at that. 

NEXT MEETING DATE 

The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, May 18, 2017, at 3:30 p.m., in the Santiam Room at City Hall. 

ADJOURNMENT 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:26 p.m. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

 

Signature on File 

 

Kindra Coggins 

Administrative Assistant I 


